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 I have not been able to find any reviews of them. I am going to be looking into them this week so I figured I should ask
someone here. I have never used them. I am using the 128K for my TP-Link TD-WS1920 with a Seidio iXTD-T card (had to do
some hacking to get the PTK/TD-O2DX/AC812 to work with it). The card is sitting right next to me so it is an easy plug-n-play.
I do have 4 of the XL 32K+ when I travel. They are not working with the iXTD-T card at all. Tried two different cards and one
of them works. Hopefully, I will have them tomorrow (16th) and I will be able to see if they will work with the iXTD-T card. If

not, I will be moving on to the MegaDevs. I have not used the 32K in a while and am hoping they will work with the iXTD-T
card and if not, I will be moving on to the MegaDevs. I am pretty happy with the 32K+ (because they are pretty much the same
price as the MegaDevs). Since I can use them with the iXTD-T card, the 16K is just a waste of money. Am I going to be able to
remove the 32K+ once I try to use them with the iXTD-T card and if not, will I be able to use the 16K's when I do need them? I

have never used a MegaDev trainer so I am not sure what your experience has been with them. I just don't want to be stuck
using the 16K's (since I can use the 32K+ with the iXTD-T) and then not be able to switch to the MegaDevs when I need them. I
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